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Abstract. Although Augmented Reality (AR) encourages self-managed learning
and enhances the learner’s reflection only few companies and schools use AR
glasses in vocational training. In our research project we aim to support the
dissemination of AR and speed up the augmentation of existing learning
processes. But we did not come across methodologies for transferring a
conventional learning processes into learning processes for AR Glasses.
Therefore, we developed a methodology to enhance conventional learning
processes with AR glasses by supporting the creation of AR enrichments for the
individual process steps. We describe a use case of an electro engineering lesson
that is enriched with AR elements using our methodology.
Keywords: Augmented Reality Glasses, Learning Process, Methodology
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Introduction

With Augmented Reality (AR), virtual 3D objects are integrated into a real environment
in real time [1]. AR learning experiences enhance learning gains as well as motivation
and help students to perform learning activities [2-3]. AR glasses capture the
environment and integrate virtual elements in the user’s field of view. Areas of
application include a wide range of topics, target groups and academic levels [4].
Several research projects target the field of AR in vocational training, e.g. [5-6]. AR in
vocational training encourages self-managed learning for direct instructions and
enhances the reflection of the learners in task-oriented settings [7]. However, just a
small number of the surveyed companies in a recent study use AR glasses in their
vocational training [8]. Main concerns according to [9] are social consequences,
privacy, security and a missing added value. To spread the use of AR in vocational
training, we propose a methodology for the conversion of conventional learning
processes into AR-based learning processes that takes the technical limitations of AR
glasses into account. More precisely, with our methodology we want to ease and speed
up the conversion of learning processes to AR-based learning processes. We aim to
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encourage the didactical use of AR glasses in learning settings so that more students
can experience AR glasses with their potentials [7]. Beyond that our research provides
suggestions to people who are not familiar with the implementation of AR applications.
A few methodologies for the integration of AR devices in specific domains can already
be found in the literature. For example, for the integration of AR into an intralogistics
context [10] and into an Industry 4.0 context [11]. In the field of education, [12]
proposed a methodology consisting of three steps to integrate AR devices into practical
learning processes in an industrial environment: (1) A process analysis using the
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) as the modelling language for the
documentation of the conventional learning process. (2) Definition of process types and
their AR potential. (3) Identification of the suitable AR device (tablet, smartphone,
smart glasses) for each process type and implementation of an application for the ARbased training. A methodology for how to use AR glasses to improve the vocational
training is given by [13]. They provide a list of design elements to exploit AR and
wearable sensors for training purposes, e.g. with augmented paths to guide the trainee’s
motions or interactive virtual objects. For some of the design elements the expert's
performance is captured in a certain process step with sensors and the trainees use AR
glasses to project the captured data into their field of view. As we did not come across
an established methodology to enhance existing conventional learning processes with
AR glasses, we examined our research with the following research question: Which
steps are necessary to enhance a conventional learning process with AR glasses?
In our ongoing research project, we evaluate the methodology regarding four technical
use cases – one of those from a metalworking company we present in this paper.
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Development of the Methodology

In our research project we identified the problem of a missing structured approach
to convert conventional learning processes into AR-based processes. Therefore we used
the design science research methodology (DSRM) proposed by [14] to enhance
learning processes with AR glasses by supporting the creation of AR enrichments for
the individual process steps. We used the DSRM, because it provides well-established
guidelines for research in information systems and helps us to insure the relevance and
effectiveness of our research output. The DSRM includes six steps, as shown in figure
1. We identified the problem (step 1) when we documented four processes in a technical
training with BPMN to convert them to AR-based learning processes: (1) the operation
of a milling machine, (2) the assembly of a two-way circuit, (3) an air conditioner, and
(4) the programming of a servomotor. We decided to (step 2) develop a methodology
for creating and adapting AR elements to the individual process steps after we
scrutinized the BPMN models. In a literature review we identified applicable
methodologies for the integration of AR devices in educational processes. For the
design and development (step 3), we interviewed nine teachers and trainers in the field
of vocational training about the didactic theory behind the use cases. We created a
didactical and technical concept out of the results and applied the concepts to the
learning processes. We are now implementing a prototype for AR glasses (step 4)

covering the elicited use cases. During the evaluation (step 5), we will iterate back to
compare our initial objectives to the actual observed results and to improve the
effectiveness of our knowledge contribution [14]. We will evaluate our methodology
by conducting a summative test [15] where we will measure the effects of the AR-based
learning processes. A case study with students will be performed as well as expert
interviews with teachers and trainers.

Figure 1. Applied design science research method adopted from [14]

We divided our methodology in five consecutive steps:
1. Process analysis. An analysis of the problem statement is recommended. The
inspection of the actual process and its environment provides an uniform understanding
of the process [10]. Involved participants depend on the learning process and can have
multiple roles which are the process owners (like teachers, trainers, foremen), didactic
experts, students, trainees, AR experts, developers, and a project manager. The process
owners make suggestions for the process selection and explain the process activities.
All teaching materials are reviewed by the participants, and a shadowing approach is
used during a learning session to observe possible failures and deviations regarding the
optimal process. A process model is prepared to document the recorded process and its
subprocesses. We suggest BPMN as the modelling language similar to [10] and [12].
Finally, the documented BPMN process is discussed with the process owners to
confirm the correctness and completeness.
2. AR element selection. If the BPMN model is complete and consistent, all process
steps in the BPMN model are evaluated regarding their potential for an AR enrichment.
AR elements can be bound to the world to stay at the same position as the user moves
around. They can also be bound to the user’s device so that they are persistently
available but not in a distracting manner. A wide range of AR elements to enrich a
process is already discussed in the literature. Some examples for generic elements are:
pictures, videos, explosion diagrams, X-ray visuals to uncover hidden structures and
assisting visual aids like arrows as well as guideline and highlight elements [16]. For a
wide range of AR elements [13] present how to use them for industrial training.
Sometimes markers are needed to anchor the position of virtual objects to the real
world. Moreover, a combination of the AR elements can increase the context
sensitivity. While the AR experts present suggestions for possible AR elements, the
process owners and didactic experts including the teachers and trainers express their

demands and evaluate the AR element’s didactical value for the individual process
steps. The role of the developers is to give feedback regarding the technical feasibility
based on a shortlist of AR devices. If all participants agree to the selection, the project
manager adds the AR elements as comments to the BPMN process steps. When the
elements are not sufficient to support the process step new elements must be created.
3. Creation of new AR elements. When the process requires the development of
new AR elements, the need of improvement for a process step and the underlying
didactical concept is discussed between all participants and requirements are defined.
Ideas for suitable realizations can also be suggested from all participants. In
consideration of the didactical concept, the AR experts and the developers propose
technical feasible and context-sensitive AR elements to enrich the process step and get
feedback for it. If possible, a generic structure of the AR elements is preferred to reduce
the effort. Generic elements can be reused with new content and combined with other
AR elements in further process steps.
4. Clarification of the process concept. If all process steps are enriched, the project
manager transfers the BPMN model with the AR enrichments into a detailed process
concept which is provided to all participants. The concept contains a list of all process
steps and their AR enrichment. It documents the demands of all participants and
summarizes the results of the technical feasibility. A visual mock-up for the AR
elements can be added to the concept.
5. Effort and feasibility review. In the last stage of our methodology the results are
evaluated in a group discussion between all project participants. If problems in the
concept are detected or demands are not fulfilled the process concept is adapted. The
AR experts and developers select AR glasses based on the requirements and the
predefined shortlist. After the successful evaluation, the implementation begins.
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Methodology Application for a Technical Learning Session

In one of our use cases, recorded in a metalworking company, basic knowledge and
skills in the field of electrical engineering are imparted during the construction of a
multiway switching with one light bulb and two light switches. First, the trainees
receive an instruction and theoretical background in the field of electrical engineering
and must draw a circuit diagram. In a following practical part, they assemble the circuit
based on their plan and check its functionality on a test stand. The assembly sequence
is not prescribed. By acting independently in an authentic situation, new knowledge
structures are supported which, according to the principles of situated learning, prevent
inert knowledge [17]. For the application of our methodology we documented the
process using a BPMN model, reviewed all teaching materials, and used a shadowing
approach during a session to observe deviations regarding the optimal process. Since
our documented BPMN process was discussed with the process owners we continued
with the second step of our methodology. The AR experts of our project suggested AR
enrichments for most steps of the process model by combining AR elements that were
known from the literature and presented it to the process owners and didactical experts.
The AR elements included text elements, pictures, and videos for the explanation of the

process steps, checklists to support the self-management of the students and trainees,
buttons to select working tasks and confirm their completion, a progress bar, a timer,
and three-dimensional arrows to highlight physical artifacts within the physical
location. QR codes were suggested to anchor the AR elements within a workplace like
in other AR applications [18]. In the following discussion among all participants of our
multidisciplinary team we worked out that the AR elements are sufficient for most
process steps but additionally individual AR elements are required to support situated
learning scenarios in the respective learning occupations – basically when a step was
interactive, context-sensitive, collaborative, or strongly domain specific. In the third
methodology step the required individual elements were developed. A challenging task
was to check the accurate setup of the electrical parts and the wiring because the AR
devices cannot interpret human actions during the assembly. The participants discussed
the technical limitations of object detection and pattern recognition and, as a result, the
process steps were enhanced with multiple choice queries, drag-and-drop matching
tasks, and a questionnaire for the self-reflection if a task was successfully performed.
During our fourth methodology step the enriched process was continuously updated in
our process concept and reviewed by the process owners. We suggest adding value to
the process concept by using mock-ups, which, in our use case, helped all participants
to achieve a common understanding of the AR elements. A positive indicator of our
methodology is that in the last step, the effort and feasibility review, no serious
complications were detected.
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Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we present a methodology to enhance conventional learning processes
with AR glasses by supporting the creation of AR enrichments for the individual
process steps. Our methodology is based on five steps: process analysis, AR element
selection, creation of new AR elements, clarification of the process concept, and effort
and feasibility review. We present the application of the methodology for a learning
process in an electrical engineering lesson. Due to the domain of our four use cases the
methodology is so far limited to vocational training processes. In the current section of
our research project we are implementing the AR elements for the use cases. We are in
the first iteration of the DSRM and the evaluation of our implemented AR elements
will start soon by measuring the didactical effects of our AR-based learning processes.
A case study will be conducted to test the effectiveness of our methodology where two
groups of trainees perform the learning process either with or without the AR Glasses
while we measure their learning outcomes. Moreover, we will enrich more learning
processes with our project partners to validate the efficiency of our methodology.
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